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HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS ON NUCLEAR SPACES

BY

PHILIP J. BOLAND

ABSTRACT.   The space  H(E) of holomorphic functions on a quasi-

complete nuclear space is investigated.   If H(E) is endowed with the compact

open topology, it is shown that H(E) is nuclear if and only iff' (continuous

dual of E) is nuclear.   If E is a VFN (dual of a Fréchet nuclear space) and F

is a closed subspace of E, then the restriction mapping H(E) -* H(F) is a surjec-

tive strict morphism.

1. Topologies on H(E).  In this article, E will denote a quasi-complete

nuclear locally convex space over the complex numbers C E' will denote the

continuous dual of E endowed with the strong topology (topology of uniform

convergence on bounded subsets of E). In a quasi-complete nuclear space E,

bounded subsets are relatively compact. Therefore the strong topology on E' co-

incides with the Mackey topology (topology of uniform convergence on convex

compact subsets of E).  If U is a convex balanced neighborhood of 0 in E, pv

will denote its Minkowski functional.

If AT is a convex balanced compact subset of E, [K] will denote the linear

span of K in E. IfxG [K], then pK(x) = inf{ X.xGXK and X > 0}. The

polar K° ofK is the set {ip: ¡pGE' where \ip\K = sup^^-l^*)! < 1}. As K

varies through the convex balanced compact subsets of E, the sets K° form a

base of neighborhoods for 0 in E'. pRo is the seminorm defined on E' by

pK°(<p) = Wr, and we let E'(K°) = E'lp^¡(0). pK„ naturally induces a norm

on E'(K°) which will also be denoted pK<>.

E' is a nuclear space if given any convex balanced compact subset K of E,

there exists another convex balanced compact subset Kx of E containing K such

that the mapping E'(K°x) —*■ E'(K°) is a nuclear mapping between normed spaces.

E'(K\) —> E'(K°) is nuclear if there exist (an)n Ç [Kx] and (ipn)n ÇE' such that

for each ipGE',y = 2Ar<a„, <¿>><P„ (convergence inE'(K°)) and 2NPK (cn)pKa(lPn) =

M < + °°.  By replacing Kx by a sufficiently large multiple of itself, we may as-

sume that KGKx and that M < C where C = l/4supr> tf/ri)1 'r.

Definition 1.1.   L(mE), P(mE) will denote, respectively, the continuous

w-linear forms and the continuous m-homogeneous polynomials on E. For each
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compact set K C E and A G L(mE) (respectively p G P(mE)), let eK(A) =

supx.6Jf \A(xx, .... xm)\ (respectively  eK(p) = sup^g^ \p(x)\). e will be used to

denote the topologies on L(mE) and P(mE) generated by all seminorms of the type

eK as K varies through the compact subsets of F. Ls(mE) will denote the continuous

symmetric zzz-linear forms on F, and Pf(mE) will denote the continuous zzz-homo-

geneous polynomials of finite type on F (p G P(mE) is of finite type if p can be

represented in the form p = 2"=1 <pm where <p( G E', i = 1.zz).

Proposition 1.1. Let E be quasi-complete and nuclear, andE' nuclear.

Then L(mE), e is a nuclear space.

Proof. Let K be a convex balanced compact subset of F. Since E' is

nuclear there exists a convex balanced compact subset Kt of F containing K such

that the mapping E'(K\) —► E'(K°) is nuclear with nuclear norm < C.  Hence

let (an)n Ç [Kx] and ($n) Ç E' be such that for each tpGE',<p = ~ZN{an, <p)<p„

(convergence in E'(K°)) and "2NpK (an)pK°(tpn) = M <C. The claim is that the

identity mapping/£  K: L(mE), eK   —► L(mE), eK is nuclear and that its nu-

clear norm is < M™.

Let A G L(mE). From Boland [2], we know that A may be represented

in the form A(xx, . . . , xm) = E"=i <xx, ipn) • • • (xm, \pim > where each \pif

G E' and for some convex balanced neighborhood U of 0 in E the series

2r=i fV^'i) ' ' ' Pu°Wim) converges.

Therefore

A - ¿<-.*fi>-<••**■>
/=i

= ¿  (•. 5>«> *il><Pn) " '  V   Z <«». */«>*„)
f=l   >       N I X      N '

= Z       Z        <««,• *il> ' * * <<*«„> *im><Pni '-**„
, = 1 "l."m

=       E        [¿<V*«>",<a-».**->l   Kl'"***
"l."mL'-l J

"l."m

where U, flr„1„.Wm> = S^i^ *«> • ' • <*„m. #,«>•

Furthermore if f/x is the unit ball in L(mE), eK   and pyo (¿r„     „   ) =

srçUet/JU ani... „   >l, then
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"l."m

<  z   *>*,(%) • • • p*,(««M)**(*„,) • • • ^(^m)<^"-
"l."m

This shows that I™ K is nuclear with nuclear norm

tV^JcXM" = (ZPK^n)PK^n)j  ■

Corollary 1.1.   Ls(mE), e is nuclear.

Corollary  1.2. P(mE), e is nuclear.

Proof. P(mE), e and Ls(mE), e are homeomorphic via the mapping .4

G Ls(mE) -+PAG P(mE) where pA(x) = A(x, . . . , x). Hence Corollary 1.2

follows from Corollary 1.1.

As in the proof of Proposition 1.1, it may be shown that the mapping

jk ,k- P{mE). *k   "■* P{mE)> ?k is nuclear and its nuclear norm y(Ig K) <

mmMmlm\. This follows from elementary properties of compositions of nuclear

and continuous mappings, and the following sequence of continuous mappings:
im

P(mE), eKi — Ls(mE), eKi -> L(mE), eKi —*-> L(mE), eK

-+Ls(m£)>eK-+nmEUK-

(See Nachbin [5].)

Definition 1.2.  H(E) will denote the space of all C-valued holomorphic

functions on E. For each compact subset K of E, eK will denote the seminorm

defined on H(E) by eK(f) = sup^^ I/(*)!• e will denote the topology gener-

ated by all seminorms of the form eK. e is the compact open topology.

Theorem 1.1. Let E be quasi-complete and nuclear, and E' nuclear.

Then H(E), e is nuclear.

Proof.  Let K be a given compact set, and choose Kx as in Corollary

1.2. We know that for each m > 1,
im

P(mE),eKi ^l^PCE),eK

is nuclear with nuclear norm

y^,K)<^^^(i¡4sup(Cj,ry <^.

Hence for each m 3 (amn)n C (P(mE), e^)' and (ymn)n ç P(mE), eK such

that for p G P(mE), eK ,
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P = Z <P> amn > J'm/i    (convergence in P(mF), eÄ)
n

and Snpl/.(«mM)eJcözmll) < l/2m (where Ux is the unit ball in P(mE), eKi).

Now each amn may be extended to 'amn which is continuous on H(E), e, by de-

fining

amnif) = amn(dmf{0)lm\).

Hence, given/G fí^), e^ ,
1

>/(0)/= Z
ZZZ!

m = 0

= z z(-
m = 0 n = 0 \

dmf(0)

mlI       ' "mnl smn

oo oo

=   Z     Z   <f>"mn>ymn=    Z      </>«„,„ >->W
m = 0  n=0 m,n>0

Moreover, if Ux is the unit ball in H(E), eK , then

Z    Pu\(amn)eK(ymn)< £   — = 2.

Therefore f/(F), ex   —► H(E), eK is nuclear.

Corollary 1.3. Let E be a nuclear quasi-complete space.   Then H(E),

e is nuclear o F' is nuclear.

Corollary 1.4. Let E be a VFN space (the strong dual of a Fréchet

nuclear space). Then H(E), e is a Fréchet nuclear space. In particular it is re-

flexive and separable.

Examples. H(V), H(V), rt(E), H(S), H(ZNC) are all nuclear spaces

when endowed with the compact open topology. H(E'), r/(S'), H(rt'(C)) are

Fréchet nuclear spaces when endowed with the compact open topology.

Note.   In Barroso, Matos and Nachbin [1] it has been shown that when

E is a Silva space, all of the standard topologies Ts,tu,t0 (= e) coincide on

H(E).  Hence in particular we know that if F is a VFN space, then all of the

standard topologies t6, tw, r0 on H(E) are equivalent Fréchet nuclear topologies.

2. Polynomials on F.

Proposition 2.1. Suppose E is a VFN space. Then given any p G P(mE),
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p may be represented in the form p = SjLi ip?1 Qp¡ GE') where for each com-

pact subsetK ofE, 2J°=1 \<pm\K<+°°.

Proof.   Since E is a VFN space, there exists an increasing sequence

(Kn)n of convex compact subsets of E such that given any compact K, then for

some n,KÇKn. Now we know that Pf(mE) is dense in P(mE) for the compact

open topology.  In Boland [2] it was shown that the compact open topology (e

topology) and the it topology coincide on P(mE). ir is the topology generated by

all nK, where nK is defined on P^(mE) in the following manner:

%(<?) = inf i £ ltfV<7 = E *f|
(1=1 ¿=i

Now suppose p G P(mE). Then by these remarks there exists a sequence (pr)r Ç

Pf(mE) which converges to p (in both the it and e topologies). In fact (by

appropriately choosing a subsequence) we may assume that for r > n,

ttk (pr— pr_x) < l/2r for each«. Let^j =pt andqr=pr— pr_t for r> 1. Then

2rs=1qs = pr —* p as r —► °°. For each r > 1 choose iprl, . . . , iprj such that

<7r = 2t=1<and V'[=l\vm\K< 1/2'. Now for eacbxGE,^^ 4=i<?(*) =

p(x), and furthermore given a compact subset ^ of E, K Ç ^ for some s and

hence

i t nffk<£ £wwf
r=li' = l f=li=l

r = 11 = 1 s      r=s+l f=l

s       Ir oo i

»• = 1 i=l s       r=i+l

Hence p = 2"=1 2^1 j ^ is a representation of the desired form.

3.  Extending holomorphic functions.  In this section E will be assumed

to be a VFN space.

Lemma 3.1. For each compact KÇE, ííK(f) = 2^=0 irK(d"f(Ö)ln\)

defines a seminorm on H(E). Furthermore the n topology on H(E) generated

by all such ttk is equivalent to the e (compact open) topology on H(E).

Proof. H(E), e is a Fréchet nuclear space. Hence by Dineen [3, Propo-

sition 1.3], the topology e on ri(E) is that generated by all seminorms 7K where

%(/) = S^=0 eK(d"f(0)/nl). By Boland [2, Corollary 1.5], given a compact
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KÇE, there exists a compact Kx (such that for some a > 0, K Ç aKx) and a

constant CK > 0 such that zr^-f» < C% eK (p) for each p G P(mE), m = 0, 1,

. . . . By appropriately choosingKx, we may assume CK = 1. Hence

n=0       \ /       n=0        '\ /

Hence zf^ is a seminorm on H(E), and zr is at least as fine as e. Since eK(f) <

ñK(f), it follows that e and zr coincide on {{(E).

Lemma 3.2. Let F be a closed subspace of the VFN space E. Then the re-

striction mapping R : H(E) —► H(F) is almost open (given any neighborhood U of

0 z'zz H(E), there exists a neighborhood VofO in H(F) such that V ç R(U)).

Proof. Since F is closed, F is also a VFN space. Hence P(mE), P(mF)

(m = 0, 1, 2, . . .), and H(E), H(F) are Fréchet nuclear spaces.

Let £/={/: / G H(E): ttk(/) < a} where a < 1. We will show that

R(U) is a neighborhood of 0 in.H(F).

The restriction mappingF: F'—*F'is open, continuous and onto. Hence there

exists a compact K' in F such that {<p: ipGF', \<p\K' < 1} CR{7p: IpGE1,

\7p 1^- < a}. In particular given <pGF' and ß > 0 such that \<p\K>< ß, there ex-

ists an extension y G E' of <p such that lv> 1^ < aß.

Let zzz be any integer > 2.  Suppose p 6 Pf(mF) such that nK'(p) < ß.

Then p may be written in the form p = EjLj >pm where <p¡ G F' Vz, and

2f=1lv?)"l/f' < ß- For each z, let ty be an extension of tp¡ to F such that 7p¡ G

E' and Sj=11^1^ < amß. Hence by letting p = Sf,^ we have p G F/mF)

and ttk(p) < amß. Therefore if wm ={p-.-pGP(mE), itK(p) < am}, then

{p:pG Pf(mF), vK.(p) < 1}C R(wm)-   Hence {p: p G P(mF), %-(p) < 1} Ç

R(wmyP(-mF)- We have shown that the restriction of F to P(mE) is an almost

open mapping onto a dense subset of P(mF).  Hence it is an open mapping onto

P(mF)(Horvath [4, Theorem 3.17.2, Proposition 3.17.12]) and we may assume

{p: p GP(mF), itK.(p) <l}CR(p: pGP(mE), irK(p)<am}.

In particular given p G P(mF) and ß > 0 such that %'(p) < |3, there exists an

extension p G P(mF) of p such that nK(p) < amß. Now let

V is a neighborhood of 0 in fi(F), and we will show that V Ç R(U). Suppose

/G V. Since 2^=0 dmf(p)/ml —*• /as r —» °°, to show that /e F(i/) it suf-

fices to show that S^=0 d"f(0)/n\ £ß(U) for each r. For each m = 1, 2,... ,

let pm G P(mF) be an extension of dmf(0)/m\ such that itK(pm) < amß. Then
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Z fjc(?«)< Z  amß<r3/(l-a)<a.
m = 0 m = 0

Hence Xrm=0 pm G U and Xrm=0 dmf(0)/m\ G Ä(/J).

Theorem 3.1. Let F be a closed subspace of the VFN space E.   Then if

H(E), H(F) are endowed with the compact open topologies, the restriction map-

ping R: H(E) —► H(F) is a strict morphism onto (i.e. continuous, open, linear

and onto).

Proof. R is clearly a continuous linear mapping, and by Lemma 3.2 it is

an almost open mapping with dense image.  Since H(E), ri(F) are Fréchet spaces,

it follows that R is open and onto (see Horvath [4, Theorem 3.17.2, Proposition

3.17.12]).

Corollary 3.1. Let F be a closed subspace of the VFN space E.   Then

given f G H(F), there exists an extension /G H(E) of f.
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